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Johnny Burgin: No Border Blues Review 
	June	24,	2020 Steven	Ovadia 	0	Comments Johnny	Burgin 
Some	albums	have	a	great	story	behind	them,	but	the	story	doesn’t	play	into	the	music. No	
Border	Blues is	Johnny	Burgin’s	tribute	to	the	passionate,	underground	Japanese	blues	world,	
with	the	Chicago-formed	singer/guitarist	performing	with	different	permutations	of	Japanese	
blues	artists	he	connected	with	on	his	Japanese	tours,	as	well	as	some	Japanese	ex-patriots	now	
plying	their	trade	in	the	United	States. It’s	a	fun	album	of	strong	performances	and	quality	
songs—most	of	them	covers. It’s	a	smart	album	concept,	but	not	an	overt	one:	all	you	hear	is	
blues. And	some	snippets	of	Japanese. 
Which	is	fine. If	you	want	a	story,	you’ll	watch	a	movie. If	you	want	blues,	you’ll	put	on	this	
album. Burgin	developed	a	clever	hook	to	showcase	some	top-notch	Japanese	blues	artists	and	
he	wisely	chooses	to	leave	the	genre	alone,	not	attempting	to	make	it	into	something	it	isn’t,	but	
instead	diving	in	on	some	serious	blues,	occasionally	dipping	a	toe	into	blues	rock,	but	mostly	
keeping	things	traditional. Burgin’s	voice	and	guitar	are	solid. He	gives	himself	space	to	show	
off	his	old-school	goods,	but	he	also	chose	some	great	players	to	bring	his	vision	to	life	and	
makes	sure	we	get	to	hear	them. 
For	instance,	Burgin’s	take	on	Tampa	Red’s	“So	Crazy	About	You”	is	raw,	with	everyone	fighting	
to	play	most	behind	the	beat,	giving	the	tune	an	authentic	blues	sound	and	sense	of	
drama. Burgin	duets	with	Lee	Kanehira,	both	singing	in	unison	and	locked	in	on	a	desperate	
sound. Neither	has	a	traditionally	blues	smokiness,	but	they	convey	the	emotion	of	the	
track. Ataka	Suzuki’s	drums	are	subtle,	steering	the	song	but	never	containing	it	or	
overwhelming	it,	acting	more	like	a	sheep	dog	trying	to	guide	the	flock	to	where	it	needs	to	
go. Burgin	and	his	band	aren’t	breaking	new	ground,	which	is	the	point	of	the	album. They’re	
doing	the	blues	right. 
But	of	course,	there	are	Japanese	indications	across	the	album. One	of	the	best	is	“Mada	
Sukinanda,”	a	Japanese-sung	version	of	Little	Walter’s	“I	Just	Keep	Loving	Her.” Kotez	handles	
the	vocals	and	harmonica	and	proves	the	blues’	global	nature. On	the	one	hand,	you	have	a	
blues	vocal	in	another	language,	that	somehow	makes	sense	to	those	of	us	who	don’t	speak	
Japanese. Lyrics	are	important,	but	there’s	also	a	lot	to	be	done	with	the	sentiment	behind	the	
words. At	the	same	time,	Kotez’s	harmonica	work	is	everything	you	could	want,	tearing	
through	the	track	like	a	heat-seeking	missile	chasing	Kanehira’s	piano. Apparently	harmonica,	
unlike	Esperanto,	is	a	universal	language. The	album	concludes	with	“Sweet	Home	Osaka,”	a	
version	of	the	standard	“Sweet	Home	Chicago,”	with	seemingly	everyone	on	the	album	joining	
in	on	the	fun. Nacomi	Tanaka	sings	with	Burgin	here,	showing	off	the	bluesiest	voice	on	the	
album,	the	perfect	conclusion. The	blues	is	home	to	many,	transcending	geography. So	even	as	
Burgin	and	Tanaka	name-check	Japanese	cities,	the	message	is	more	that	the	blues	is	
everywhere. 
In	a	weird	way,	this	album	would	have	been	much	more	interesting	if	the	musicians’	nationality	
was	hidden	until	the	end,	the	big	reveal,	like	when	you	could	harass	people	in	restaurants	by	
switching	their	coffee, film	the	humiliations,	and	then	let	everyone	laugh	at	the	victims’	rube-



like	coffee	palates. Sadly,	there’s	no	practical	way	to	do	that	for	an	album. However,	the	few	
Japanese-specific	touches	are	fun. Burgin	smartly	keeps	this	a	straight-ahead	blues	album,	
showcasing	a	previously-unknown-to-me	blues	community	that	has	wonderful	blues	chops. 
The	Review:	9/10 
Can’t	Miss	Tracks 
–	I	Just	Keep	Loving	Her	(Mada	Sukinanda) 
–	Sweet	Home	Osaka 
–	One	Day	You’re	Gonna	Get	Lucky 
–	So	Crazy	About	You 
The	Big	Hit 
–	So	Crazy	About	You 
Review	by	Steven	Ovadia	

2) CHICAGO BLUES GUIDE – Greg Easterling 
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Johnny Burgin with special guests 
No Border Blues 
Delmark Records 

11 tracks/44:18 
  

 

 
 

by Greg Easterling 
Put on this album and close your eyes. What you hear will make you 

think you are sitting in a vintage Chicago blues club on the South or West side 
circa 1960 while listening to a classic Carey Bell number sung by a voice that 
resembles that of Junior Wells. No small feat for a record that was actually 
recorded last year in Osaka, Japan by a group of Windy City blues devotees, 
most of whom have never visited the 312 area code. 



  
No Border Blues Japan from Delmark Records is the latest musical 

labor of love from onetime Chicago blues man Johnny Burgin who, along with 
his partner/producer Stephanie Tice, assembled a collection of Japanese 
blues musicians who revere the music. Four different drummers, three bass 
players, four guitarists, three harp players and six singers all contribute to 
what Delmark describes as the “first-ever American compilation of some of the 
best Japanese bluesmen and women today.” As Burgin explains in the liner 
notes, No Border Blues is inspired by the talented Japanese players he 
encountered during several tours of Japan he made over a 20 year period 
beginning in 1996. 
  

It's been no secret for quite some time now just how much enthusiasm 
there is for American culture in Japan post World War 2. From blue jeans to 
guitars to rock and roll, there has been an active market there for specialty 
products made in America even as retail shelves over here are filled with 
items made in Japan or Korea. Originally crafted as a Japanese only release, 
Cheap Trick's legendary live album, At Budakon became their big 
breakthrough album over here after being released domestically due to 
overwhelming demand. The seeds of the modern blues scene in Japan were 
sown in the 1970s by Chicago blues legends who toured there: Otis Rush, 
Jimmy Dawkins, Eddie Taylor and others who acquired a following among 
Japanese music enthusiasts. Now it's time to repay the favor by 
acknowledging the abilities of the current generation of Japanese blues artists 
who Burgin has pulled together for this groundbreaking No Border 
Blues Japan project. 
  

The album commences with the first of a string of songs that give no 
clue as to their Far  Eastern origin. “One Day You're Gonna Get Lucky” comes 
from the pen of blues harp legend Carey Bell, sideman to Muddy Waters and 
accomplished solo artist in his own right. Iper Onishi provides a vocal 
reminiscent of Junior Wells while also contributing the harp solo. He's joined 
by Burgin on guitar plus guitarist Yoshi Mizuno, Hironori “Zee” Yanaga on 
bass and Takagiman on drums, one of Burgin's favorites who he worked with 
while touring in Osaka. Together these players form a solid unit capable of 
delivering the goods on this Sweet Home Chicago-like groove. 



  
Burgin steps to the mic for a slower reading of the Elmore James jam 

“Sunnyland” next. Between his vocal and an outstanding harp solo by Kaz 
Nogio, there's a real feel here for the sound of Paul Butterfield, legendary 
harpist, band leader and member of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Burgin 
and now Nogio are supported by Mizuno and Takagiman again, joined by 
Yoshimi Hirata on bass and keyboardist Lee Kanehira, who's played locally 
with the Cash Box Kings. She steps up vocally to duet on the next track, a 
Tampa Red number, “So Crazy About You” with Kaz Nogio, who is featured 
on harp once more. 
  

Next the stage clears for some different players to have a go at one of 
two Burgin originals on No Border Blues. “Hurry Up Baby,” is a fast blues 
rocker with a couple of stinging guitar solos and another gal lead vocal, this 
time from guitarist Nacomi Tanaka. The lineup is filled out here by Hirata on 
bass and Fumiko Maejima on drums along with Burgin on guitar as well. 
  

Then pianist Kanehira is back with a keyboard driven song of her own 
called “Pumpkin's Boogie” that really rocks. She sings it with further 
accompaniment from an artist known as Kotez on harp, Yanaga on bass, and 
Ataka Sukuki on drums plus Burgin. Kotez sticks around to sing a Little Walter 
song in Japanese. “I Just Keep Loving Her” is transformed into “Mada 
Sukinanda”, the first real audio clue to inform the listener of the multi-national 
nature of this No Border Blues project. That's not bad at more than halfway 
through the album! And it's a credit to these skilled Japanese blues players 
and their single-minded devotion to Chicago blues. 
  

Careful to let the spotlight shine on his friends throughout, Burgin 
returns a little over halfway through the album to sing the “Hound Dog” sound 
alike “Rattlesnake” which replaces a mammal for a reptile. It's one from the 
vaults originally by the “Ice Cream Man” John Brim, onetime Chess Recording 
artist and inspiration for at least one song most famously on the first Van 
Halen record. 
  

Johnny hangs in for lead vocals on the next two songs, the first of which 
he wrote, “Old School Player.” It's a sly one that celebrates the quality of 



experience in certain areas of life concluding “I take my time and do it right”. 
It's plenty of time at least for Burgin and Mizuno to solo with Onishi providing 
the necessary harp. “Two Telephones” is about sweet talking with your baby. 
  

As the album nears its conclusion, look out for “Samurai Harp Attack”! 
It's a three harp blues jam that showcases Kotez, Nogio, and Onishi in the 
tradition of the classic Alligator Records’ harp record, “Harp Attack” that united 
legends Junior Wells, James Cotton, Carey Bell, and Billy Branch. It's a 
harmonica intensive session that sets us up for the album's final track and 
coda. “Sweet Home Chicago” becomes “Sweet Home Osaka” in the voices of 
Burgin, Kotez, and Tanaka. The record ends with applause and chatter from 
Osaka's Fukuda Studio, recorded in early May of 2019. Steve Wagner mixed 
and mastered in Chicago at Delmark's Riverside Studio. Delmark owners Julia 
A. Miller and Elbio Barilari are credited with album production and supervision. 
  

It's another exclusive for Delmark as they forge ahead into a new 
decade. And also it's another great effort to expand the reach of Chicago 
blues globally. No Border Blues is a first but let's hope not the last of these 
kinds of recordings to showcase Chicago's greatest musical gift to the world. 
Nobody can do this like Chicago can with great new releases in a time of 
challenge. Let's keep it going. 

  

Greg Easterling hosts American Backroads on WDCB (90.9 FM) Thursdays 
at 9 p.m. 

3) GLIDE MAGAZINE – Jim Hynes 

https://glidemagazine.com/244605/chicago-bluesman-
johnny-burgin-presents-his-favorite-japanese-players-on-no-
border-blues-album-review/ 



CHICAGO BLUESMAN JOHNNY BURGIN PRESENTS HIS 
FAVORITE JAPANESE PLAYERS ON ‘NO BORDER 
BLUES’ (ALBUM REVIEW) 
June	17,	2020	by	Jim	Hynes	in	Album	Reviews,	Reviews	No	Comments	

The	well-traveled	and	prolific	Chicago	bluesman	singer/guitarist/songwriter	Johnny	Burgin	is	back	with	
Delmark	Records	following	his	2019	Live,	a	recording	he	made	while	in	California.	Burgin,	of	course,	has	
graced	many	of	the	label’s	albums	prior	to	a	brief	hiatus	in	California,	most	notably	with	Tail	Dragger.	Burgin	
tries	to	bring	something	different	each	time	he	issues	a	solo	album,	and	this	one,	although	purely	as	deep	and	
raw	as	any,	may	surprise	folks,	given	that	his	accompanists	are	all	Japanese	players.	Hence,	No	Border	Blues.	
We	all	can	recall	some	great	blues	albums	in	Japan,	my	favorite	being	the	soul/blues	Otis	Clay:	Live	in	Japan,	
but	that	like	tours	from	Otis	Rush,	Jimmy	Dawkins,	Eddie	Taylor,	and	others	were	with	U.S.	bandmates.	
Nonetheless,	they	made	an	impact	in	Japan	and	this	is	the	first-ever	American	compilation	of	some	of	the	best	
Japanese	bluesmen	and	women	today,	Burgin	sings,	plays	guitar,	offers	a	couple	of	originals,	but	the	
musicians	from	Japan	do	the	rest.		
Burgin	gives	a	lengthy	overview	in	the	liners,	having	first	visited	Japan	in	’96	with	his	college	friend	and	Tail	
Dragger	bandmate	Ken	Kawashima.	They	had	gigs	with	Tail	Dragger	in	three	cities	in	sic	or	seven	days,	
publicized	by	a	record	owner	in	Tokyo.	Burgin	was	struck	by	the	talent	of	Kozy	Ouchi,	a	musician	who	
modeled	himself	after	Lightnin’	Hopkins.		He	met	Kotez,	harpman	and	singer,	who	plays	on	Little	Walter’s	“I	
Just	Keep	Loving	Her”	and	his	original	“Samurai	Harp	Attack.”	He	also	worked	with	drummer	Takagiman,	who	
plays	on	five	of	the	eleven	cuts.	
Many	of	the	Japanese	musicians	who	appear	are	from	Burgin’s	2013	tour	as	a	headliner.	They	include	bassist	
Yoshimi	Hirata	(3	tracks),	pianist	Lee	Kanehira	(piano	on	6	tracks	and	vocals	on	“So	Crazy	About	You”	and	“I	
Just	Keep	Loving	Her.”	Kyoto	harpman	Kaz	Ohnogi	blows	on	four	tracks	and	adds	vocals	to	the	Little	Walter	
tune.	Yoshi	Mizuna	from	Osaka	plays	guitar	on	six	tracks,	taking	lead	on	the	West	Side	Carey	Bell	opener	“One	
Day	You’re	Gonna	Get	Lucky.”		
In	2018	Burgin	returned	to	Japan,	this	time	with	his	producer	partner,	Stephanie	Tice.	On	that	tour	they	met	
Nacomi,	and	original	front	woman	who	vocalizes	and	plays	guitar	on	Burgin’s	original	“Hurry	Up	Baby”	and	
sings	on	the	closer	“Sweet	Home	Osaka.”		On	that	same	tour	they	met	Carey	Bell-styled	harpist	Iper	Onsihi	
who	can	be	heard	on	six	tracks	and	is	among	those	singing	on	the	first	track.	There	are	others	who	appear	in	
the	credits	that	aren’t	specifically	called	out	in	the	liners	and	others	still	who	managed	tours	and	helped	
coordinate	various	arrangements.	
If	one	were	to	play	this	album,	the	take	for	the	unknowing	would	be	–	“pure	Chicago	blues.”			Interestingly,	
here	is	some	related	commentary	from	Burgin	on	that.	“While	here	in	the	State	there	can	be	a	stigma	about	
being	a	“purist”—the	label	is	usually	not	a	compliment—in	Japan,	this	purism	is	the	basic	starting	point.	The	
“purer”	I	played	the	blues	–the	more	I	stuck	to	the	tone	and	flavor	of	the	original	blues	masters—the	more	the	
musicians	and	audiences	liked	it!”	Later	he	goes	on	to	say,	“Throughout	my	time	in	Japan,	I	was	struck	by	the	
selflessness	and	discipline	so	many	Japanese	musicians	displayed.	The	artists	on	No	Border	Blues	don’t	worry	
about	being	nominated	for	awards,	because	there	aren’t	any.	They	don’t	compete	for	gigs,	because	practically	
nobody	plays	music	for	a	living.	I	hope	that	their	spirit,	attitude	towards	their	craft,	and	soul	will	refresh,,	
intrigue	and	impress	you	as	much	as	it	has	me	over	the	years,	and	that	the	rest	of	the	world	will	come	to	know	
some	of	the	hidden	treasures	of	Japan’s	underground	blues	scene.”	
Delmark	is	today’s	most	“pure”	blues	label	and	it’s	only	fitting	that	they	and	Burgin	present	this	showcase	for	
the	Japanese	musicians.		This	is	so	raw,	that	at	times	you	may	yearn	for	blues	a	bit	cleaner,	yet	therein	lies	the	
beauty	of	this	recording.	Let	it	rip,	play	it	loud,	and	rattle	yours	and	your	neighbor’s	walls.		
	
4)	AMERICAN	BLUES	SCENE	–	JD	NASH	
https://www.americanbluesscene.com/johnny-burgin-goes-from-the-west-side-to-far-east-with-
no-border-blues/	
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Johnny Burgin Goes From the 
West Side to Far East With ‘No 
Border Blues’ 
 

JD Nash 

Set for release on the Delmark label June 19th, No 
Border Blues is the first ever American compilation of 

the Japanese blues scene. 
Johnny Burgin started his career in the rough and tumble neighborhood 
blues joints on Chicago’s West Side with Howlin’ Wolf disciple Tail Dragger, 
and went on to tour and record with blues legends such as Pinetop Perkins, 
Sam Lay and Billy Boy Arnold. He earned the moniker “Worldwide West Side 
Guitar Man” by performing up to 250 shows a year in Europe, Japan and 
coast to coast in the US. It was his trips to Japan that sowed the seeds of No 
Border Blues. 
 

Set for release on the Delmark label June 19th, No Border Blues is the first 
ever American compilation of the Japanese blues scene. Burgin has toured 
Japan four times since 1996 and he drew on his long relationships with 
Japanese artists both in Japan as well as in Chicago to produce this 
recording. Johnny sings a few songs and contributes guitar throughout, but he 
very much puts the spotlight on the remarkable and inspiring playing of his 
Japanese peers. 
‘No Border Blues’ is a result of cherry picking just some of my 
favorite players from several tours in Japan over a twenty year 
period. I also included a representative of an elite group of 
Japanese blues players who immigrated to Chicago and by hard 
work, talent and persistence, earned their way into some of 
Chicago’s top blues bands. 



Throughout my time in Japan, I was struck by the selflessness 
and discipline that so many Japanese musicians displayed. The 
artists on ‘No Border Blues’ don’t worry about being nominated for 
awards, because there aren’t any. They don’t compete for gigs, 
because practically nobody plays music for a living. I hope that 
their spirit, attitude towards their craft, and soul will refresh, 
intrigue and impress you as much as it has me over the years, 
and that the rest of the world will come to know some of the 
hidden treasures of Japan’s underground blues scene. 
The album kicks off with the Carey Bell penned “One Day You’re Gonna Get 
Lucky.” A great track made even better with the addition of Iper Onishi on 
vocals and harmonica, who sounds hauntingly similar to Junior Wells in both 
voice and harp style. Burgin’s guitar is augmented by fellow guitarist Yoshi 
Mizuno, the two playing off one another perfectly. 

The blues in Japan is not a new thing. 1970’s Japanese tours of Chicago 
blues legends Otis Rush, Jimmy Dawkins, Eddie Taylor, and others created a 
small but intense Japanese blues scene that bursts over with talent three 
generations and over forty years later. Burgin has captured that talent, 
bringing in 14 artists from Osaka, Tokyo, and Kyoto. 

“Sunnyland” is a stand out track. We first hear Burgin’s vocals on this song, 
and this time the harp is provided by Kaz Nogio, breathing new life into the 
Elmore James classic. “So Crazy About You” is a sweet duet with Nogio and 
pianist Lee Kanehira sharing the vocal duties. 

“Hurry Up Baby” is the first Burgin original track on the album. A rough-
around-the-edges West Side shuffle with Nacomi Tanaka on vocals is what 
we expect from Burgin. His early Mississippi and Chicago influences are on 
full display on this rockin’ tune. 

The pace of No Border Blues stays lively with the the Kanehira composed 
“Pumpkin’s Boogie,” and their take on Little Walter’s “I Just Keep Loving Her 
(Mada Sukinanda).” Wait. Is that “Hound Dog” I hear? Nope. It’s 
“Rattlesnake,” the song written by John Brim and recorded on the Checker 
label in 1953. Burgin has a whole lotta experience with this song as he was 
part of Brim’s backing band, The Ice Cream Men at the Chicago Blues 
Festival in 1991. The songs are spot on, Windy City approved. 



Another Burgin original, “Old School Player,” comes across shiny as a brand 
new dime. The slow drag “Two Telephones,” is perhaps the most “American” 
track on the record with Burgin doing vocals, Stephen Dougherty on drums 
and Chris Matheos on bass. But once again the absolutely filthy guitar work of 
Minoru Maruyama channeling a young Buddy Guy is the key component. 

The final two tracks are perhaps my favorites on the album. Composed by 
Kaz Nogio, Kotez, and Iper Onishi, “Samurai Harp Attack” is nearly six 
minutes of instrumental bliss. These three harp masters go at it, head to head, 
trading licks and complimenting each other’s playing. During a break in the 
harp action, the artists talk to one another in the studio. Although I have no 
idea what they’re saying, they come back even stronger afterward getting the 
bystanders to clap their hands along. I’m not sure which artist it is but one of 
them even let’s out some very cool whoops reminiscent of the great Sonny 
Terry. If you’re a fan of the blues harmonica, and let’s face it who isn’t, this 
song is for you. 

The final cut is just fun. Burgin takes another writing credit by putting his own 
adaptation to a Robert Johnson classic. “Sweet Home Osaka” is a Blues 
Brothers-ish production in the sense that all the harp players join in, and 
Burgin trades off lyrical verses with Kotez, and Nacomi Tanaka. It’s a show 
stopping performance placed perfectly at the end of the album, so that you 
want to flip it over and drop the needle again. 

Produced by Stephanie Tice, No Border Blues was recorded at Fukuda Studio 
Osaka Japan, on May 2, 2019 and mixed and mastered by Steve Wagner at 
Delmark’s Riverside Studio in Chicago. Delmark Records was there at the 
beginning of the Japanese love affair with hard-hitting Chicago blues, 
releasing Otis Rush’s So Many Roads, recorded live in Japan in 1975. Many 
of the attendees at that show were so inspired that they went on to become 
Japan’s first generation of blues musicians, and to serve as inspiration to the 
younger artists featured on No Border Blues. 
To put it plain, this Far Eastern inspired album from West Side bluesman 
Johnny Burgin is a keeper – and then some. You can pre-order No Border 
Blues here. 
 
5) EPONYMOUS REVIEW – Laurie Fanelli 
https://www.eponymousreview.com/6592/johnny-burgin-to-release-no-border-blues-june-2020/ 
Chicago guitarist Johnny Burgin is set to release the collaboration-filled 
album No Border Blues on June 19 via Delmark Records. 



The project is the first-ever American/Japanese collaboration featuring 
the talented musicians of the underground blues scenes of Osaka, 
Tokyo and Kyoto. Burgin – AKA “The Worldwide West Side Guitar Man” 
– frequently works with blues artists from all over the world and has 
toured Japan four times since 1996. 

Burgin explained in a statement, “No Border Blues is a result of cherry 
picking just some of my favorite players from several tours in Japan over 
a twenty year period. I also included a representative of an elite group of 
Japanese blues players who immigrated to Chicago and by hard work, 
talent and persistence, earned their way into some of Chicago’s top 
blues bands. Minoru Maruyama, for example, toured and recorded with 
Johnny B. Moore and Billy Branch, and his stinging guitar can be heard 
to great effect on ‘Two Telephones.'” 

No Border Blues is produced by Stephanie Tice. Burgin sings on select 
tracks and contributes guitar throughout, but its the Japanese musicians 
– and their incredible playing – who are often in the spotlight. 

“Throughout my time in Japan, I was struck by the selflessness and 
discipline that so many Japanese musicians displayed. The artists on No 
Border Blues don’t worry about being nominated for awards, because 
there aren’t any. They don’t compete for gigs, because practically 
nobody plays music for a living. I hope that their spirit, attitude towards 
their craft, and soul will refresh, intrigue and impress you as much as it 
has me over the years, and that the rest of the world will come to know 
some of the hidden treasures of Japan’s underground blues scene,” said 
Burgin. 

No Border Blues is available for pre-order in advance of its June 19 
release and more information about Burgin can be found 
at Rockinjohnnyburgin.com. 



 
6) TAHOE ON STAGE by Tim Parsons/Mei Hiyane Wehan 

https://www.tahoeonstage.com/genres/blues/japanese-artists-johnny-burgin-blend-chicago-blues/ 

Japanese artists, Johnny Burgin blend Chicago 
blues 
Johnny Burgin’s “No Border Blues: Japan” crew gathers at Fukuda Studio in Osaka. 
 
Like a great live show, Johnny Burgin’s album “No Border Blues: Japan” concludes with 
a fun, up-tempo and definitive song: “Sweet Home Osaka,” a salute to the iconic “Sweet 
Home Chicago.” 

During his fourth Japanese tour in May 2019, Burgin and his partner Stephanie Tice 
gathered a group of the country’s top blues players to make “No Border Blues,” 
released Friday, June 19, on Delmark Records. 

Burgin, who plays on every song, was a band leader who doesn’t speak Japanese. 

“They’re so good, they didn’t need my help,” Burgin told Tahoe Onstage. “It was just like 
a duck in the water when it came to actual playing. They have a real purist approach. 
The more authentic it sounds, the more they respond to it. The spirit and enthusiasm 
and the seriousness they gave me, I am still on a high from it.” 

Johnny Burgin carried his guitar to Osaka, Japan. 
Burgin’s path to becoming a true bluesman is well traveled: He spent most of his youth 
living in Mississippi and moved to Chicago in 1988 and learned the trade of blues guitar. 
But the obvious contrast being that Burgin is white while most of his Chicago 
forerunners were African American. 

“A radio friend took me to West Side to see Tail Dragger (Jones),” Burgin said. “It was 
the first time I saw a black blues band in a black club. It made a big difference to me to 
see it in a social context, not off a record or reading about. It was a living, breathing 
communal art form. It changed everything. That’s when I realized I didn’t actually know 
how to play guitar. I had to throw it all in the garbage can and start all over again. “ 

Burgin went on to tour with Chicago greats Sam Lay, Jimmy Dawkins, Pinetop Perkins 
and Billy Boy Arnold and appears on records with players such as Jimmy Burns, Eddie 
Taylor Jr. and Portland, Oregon harmonica legend Paul DeLay. 

“No Borders Blues” is Burgin’s ninth solo album, although of course it features 
Japanese guest stars. 



Burgin’s first Japanese tour was in 1996 when he was a sideman for Tail Dragger 
Jones. He said many of the people who attend those shows have come out to see each 
subsequent visit to Japan, including tour manager Koichi “Rice Cake” Sato. Tetsuya 
Kotez, one of three harmonica players who plays on “No Border Blues,” also saw Burgin 
and Tail Dragger perform in 1996. 

“Blues became a boom here in ‘70s,” Kotez said. “Blues musicians playing at those 
small bars is basically the current situation. There are people who really love it but not 
many young people. (Today’s fans are) the people who started listening to blues in the 
‘70s.” 

Sadly ironic, it took the British Invasion to lure white America to blues music, which 
began acoustically in the Delta and migrated north, especially Chicago, where the 
sound was electrified. In the 1970s, there was a Chicago blues invasion in Japan. It 
began in September 1972 when B.B. King played in Osaka. The openers were the 
Japanese West Road Blues Band, which included guitarist Shinji Shiotsugu. 

Following B.B. King to Japan were Chicago-based musicians such as Otis Rush, Jimmy 
Dawkins, The Aces, Eddie Taylor, Robert Lockwood Jr., Jimmy Johnson and Carey 
Bell. And the Kansai region that includes Kyoto, Kobe and Osaka became a blues 
hotbed for local players including Fusanosuki Kondo, Ryuichiro “Weeping Harp” Senoh, 
MitsuYoshi Azuma and Takashi “Hotoke” Nagai. 

“Those people who saw those shows became the grand daddies of the Japanese blues 
scene that we recorded on ‘No Border Blues,’” Burgin said, describing an inclusive, 
multigenerational music community that is more open to including females than in the 
United States. “It’s not a competitive macho boys club. If you love the blues and you can 
play, then you can come up and play. That’s just a more welcoming atmosphere.” 

Guitarist Nacomi Tanaka and drummer Fumiko Maejima 

There are four women who perform on the album, including Nacomi Tanaka, who plays 
lead and rhythm guitar on two songs and sings on “Hurry Up Baby,” one of the album’s 
most guitar-rocking tracks. 

“Nacomi is a bandleader who makes things happen,” Burgin said. 

A resident of Kobe, Tanaka leads two bands, Nacomi and The Blues Temple and 
NacoMeters, which plays New Orleans flavored music. 

“My father was a big fan of old country music and Dixieland and he had a collection of 
vinyl records,” Tanaka said. “And I would listen to American and British pop on a 
midnight music program on a radio station from Kyoto.” 

Tanaka taught herself on an acoustic guitar her grandmother gave her when she was 
12. She bought herself an electric guitar when she was in high school, and during 
college she was a leader of an R&B band. 



“After I graduated, I couldn’t find anyone to play with,” she said. “I became an English 
teacher and married and had two kids. I didn’t do any music for 20 years.” 

Tanka nearly died due to an illness and a surgery that “didn’t go well.” That’s when she 
became “reborn.” 

“I realized I had to go back to the music world,” she said. “Then I met my mentor, Shinji 
Shiotsugu (the guitarist for Japan’s well-known group, West Road Blues Band). 

Tanaka began her recording career with a solo album in 2007. 

Along with Tanaka and Burgin, Yoshi Mizuno plays guitar on six of the songs on “No 
Border Blues.” 

“He is a really smoking guitar player,” Burgin said. “He’s got that fire and aggression 
and I just love him.” 

Takagima plays drums on five of the songs and has jammed with Burgin since 1996. He 
runs a jam at Chicago Rock, Osaka’s hub for traditional blues. 

“Takagima has that authentic, Chess Records, Chicago groove,” Burgin said. “It just 
feels like deep blues. He’s world class.” 

Lee Kanehira is another female on “No Border Blues.” She plays piano on six of the 
songs and American blues fans know her as a member of the Chicago-based Cash Box 
Kings. She’s appeared on that band’s last two records. 

“I really love old school Chicago blues piano style like Otis Spann, Big Maceo and 
Pinetop Perkins,” Kanehira said. “The only one I got to see live was Pinetop at the 2008 
Chicago Blues Festival.” 

Kanehira regularly attends the Chicago Blues Festival, which includes “walk-in” jams 
sessions throughout the city. That’s were she befriended drummer Kenny “Beedy Eyes” 
Smith in 2011 and joined his band the Cash Box Kings following the death of 
Barrelhouse Chuck. The Cash Box Kings were scheduled to play the Chicago Blues 
Festival – canceled due to the Covid-19 situation — this summer. 

Harmonica players Tetsuya Kotez, Kaz Nogio and Iper Onishi 
Harmonica player Kotez also loves the old Chicago sound. He became a blues fan after 
hearing Howlin’ Wolf. 

“Chicago blues is big in Japan and Stevie Ray Vaughan style also is popular,” he said. 
“And, of course, on top of that, there are people who do jump blues or Lightnin’ Hopkins 
country blues. But old school Chicago is basically what we see people like more in 
Japan.” 



That Chicago spirit blows through “No Borders Blues” like the “Hawk” wind off Lake 
Michigan. The most improvised tune is “Samurai Harp Attack, “ which features 
harmonica players Kotez, Iper Onishi and Kaz Nogio. The tune was inspired by the 
1990 Alligator Records album “Harp Attack” with Junior Wells, James Cotton, Billy 
Branch and Carey Bell. 

“Iper blew my mind,” Burgin said. “He has such an authentic blues sound. I love the fact 
that he listened to Carey Bell and he said my mission in life is to sound like Carey Bell. I 
was amazed at how seamlessly they blended. The whole thing was totally impromptu 
and we did it in one take.” 

California harmonica great Mark Hummel is well aware of Kaz Nogio. 

“I’m a really big fan of that guy,” Hummel said. “He plays real fluid and has a boatload of 
licks. His voice reminds me of Sugar Ray Norcia.” 

“Kaz played harp on ‘Sunnyland’ (an Elmore James song), which is my favorite tune on 
the record,” Burgin said. “He also plays a deep cut by John Brim and Little Walter, 
‘Rattlesnake.’ It is impossible to copy that record. I wanted to challenge him.” 

Producer Stephanie Tice came up with the idea of “No Borders Blues,” which was 
recorded in one marathon day and night at Fukuda Studio in Osaka. 

“It was fun,” Kotez said. “We were relaxed and were just having a good time with 
Johnny.” 

Kanehira added: “But I think it was tough for Johnny because he was in on every 
session. I think he got exhausted.” 

“Yeah,” Kotez said. “Johnny kept saying, ‘I’m hungry.’” 

Finally, 10 hours after the sessions began, Burgin and his friends celebrated with a 
huge meal of Tonkotsu ramen and Sapporo beer. 

Hungry for Japanese-flavored, old Chicago-style music? Try “No Border Blues.” It’s a 
down-home delicacy. 

 

-Story by Tim Parsons; interviews interpreted by Mei Hiyane Wehan 

• Johnny Burgin and special guests 
• ‘No Border Blues: Japan’ 
• Label: Delmark (DE-863) 
• U.S. Release: Friday, June 19, 2020 
• Japan release: April 28, 2020 



• Recorded: May 5, 2019 at Fukada Studios, Osaka and on track on Sept. 20, 
2019, Riverside Studios, Chicago.  

• Vocals: Johnny Burgin, Lee Kanehira, Kotez , Nacomi Tanaka, Kaz Nogio, Iper 
Onishi.  Guitar:  Johnny Burgin, Yoshi Mizumo, Nacomi Tanaka, Minoru 
Maruyama.  Piano: Lee Kanehira.  Harmonica:  Kotez, Kaz Nogio, Iper 
Onishi.  Drums: Takigaman, Ataka Suzuki, Fumiko Maejima, Stephen 
Dougherty.  Bass: Yoshimi Hirata, Hironori “Zee” Yanaga, Chris Matheos. 

 
7) MAKING A SCENE – Richard Ludmerer 
https://www.makingascene.org/johnny-burgin-no-border-blues/ 
May 24, 2020 

Johnny Burgin 
No Border Blues 
Delmark Records 

Johnny Burgin attended The University of Chicago where he soon fell into the Chicago 
Blues scene. The guitarist’s first professional gig was backing the vocalist Tail Dragger. 
Burgin toured Japan in 1996 with his Tail Dragger bandmate Ken Kawashima. Burgin states 
“I realized just how intense and dedicated both the Japanese players and audiences were. I 
met several remarkable players who I still work with today” “No Border Blues” is “the first-
ever American compilation of some of the best Japanese bluesmen and women today”. 

All but one song was recorded at Fukuda Studio in Osaka on May 2nd, 2019. Produced by 
Burgin’s partner, Stephanie Tice, the album opens with “One Day You’re Gonna Get Lucky” 
written and first recorded by Carey Bell on his 1994 Delmark album “Heartaches and 
Pain”.  The ensemble includes Burgin and Yoshi Mizuno, guitars; Iper Onishi, harmonica 
and vocal; and the rhythm section of Hironori “Zee” Yanaga, bass; and Takagiman, drums. 
Mizuno nails that slashing west side guitar sound. 
Burgin is the lead guitarist on all tracks but is vocalist on five. Mizuno shares the guitar 
chores with Burgin again as he sings on Elmore James’ “Sunnyland” first recorded in 1970. 
Joining them and Takagiman are Lee Kanehira (from The Cash Box Kings), piano; Kaz 
Nogio, harmonica, and Yoshimi Hirata, bass. Burgin is also vocalist on John Brim’s 
“Rattlesnake” first recorded in 1969; on “Two Telephones” recorded at Delmark’s Riverside 
Studio in Chicago with Minoru Maruyama joining on guitar, Onishi, harp, and the rhythm 
section of Chris Matheos, bass and Stephen Dougherty, drums; and on two of his own 
songs, my favorite “Old School Player”, and “Sweet Home Osaka” a re-write of the 1937 
Robert Johnson classic. 
Kanehira takes the vocal on her original “Pumpkin’s Boogie”, while she and Nogio share the 
vocal on Tampa Red’s “So Crazy About You”. Nacomi Tanaka sings on another Burgin 
original “Hurry Up Baby”. Kotez sings and plays harp on Little Walter Jacobs “I Just Keep 
Loving Her”. The only instrumental is “Samurai Harp Attack” written and played by the three 
harpists Onishi, Nogio and Kotez. 
Burgin concludes “I was struck by the selflessness and discipline that so many Japanese 
musicians displayed. The artists on “No Border Blues” don’t worry about being nominated 
for awards, because there aren’t any. They don’t compete for gigs, because practically 
nobody plays music for a living. I hope their spirit, attitude towards their craft, and soul will 



refresh, intrigue and impress you as much as it has me over the years, and that the rest of 
the world will come to know some of the hidden treasures of Japan’s underground blues 
scene.” That being said, thank you Johnny and Stephanie. 

Richard Ludmerer 

8) CHICAGO SUN TIMES – Evan Moore  

https://chicago.suntimes.com/2020/7/30/21345476/japanese-blues-artists-delmark-johnny-
burgin-sweet-home-chicago-lee-kanehira-robert-johnson 

 

A new blues compilation showcasing 
Japanese artists reveals the genre’s 
well-traveled roots 
Delmark Records’ “No Border Blues Japan” shines a spotlight on the impact of 
tours by Chicago blues artists to Japan since the 1970s. 

By	Evan	F.	Moore		Jul	30,	2020,	12:46pm	CDT 
•  Sha r e 	 t h i s 	 o n 	 Tw i t t e r 	 ( op en s 	 i n 	 n ew 	w indow) 	•  SHAREA l l 	 s h a r i n g 	 op t i on s 	

A group of Japanese blues artists who are influenced by the Chicago scene were brought on to create 
“No Border Blues Japan,” a compilation orchestrated by Johnny Burgin (back row, center), a Chicago-
based bluesman. Johnny	Burgin	

Blues	singer	Johnny	Burgin’s	latest	album	highlights	a	part	of	the	genre’s	history	
that	is	largely	unknown	to	a	swath	of	its	fans:	Japanese	blues	music.	

And	that	unknown	is	now	on	full	display.	

Due	to	the	number	of	tours	that	many	of	Chicago’s	blues	artists	such	as	Jimmy	
Dawkins,	Otis	Rush,	Eddie	Taylor	and	Jimmy	Johnson	played	on	since	the	1970s,	
a	group	of	Japanese	artists	who	are	influenced	by	them	were	brought	on	to	
create	“No	Border	Blues	Japan,”	a	compilation	album	—	the	first	of	its	kind	—	of	
the	favorite	musicians	of	Johnny	Burgin,	a	Chicago-based	blues	artist.	

“No Border Blues Japan,” which is blues singer Johnny Burgin’s ninth studio album, features some of his 
favorite Japanese blues artists. Sugimoto	Youichi 

“I	was	playing	with	these	[musicians]	because	they’re	such	traditional	Chicago	
players	and	my	partner	Stephanie	[Tice]	was	traveling	with	me	and	said,	‘You	got	



to	make	a	record	with	these	guys;	we	got	to	show	these	people	off	to	the	
American	blues	audience,’	”	said	Burgin,	who	first	went	to	Japan	to	perform	in	
1996.	“So	the	next	time	I	came	back,	that’s	what	we	did.	I	just	think	they	put	so	
much	into	the	history	of	blues;	they’re	playing	it	at	such	a	high	level.”	

The	album,	which	is	Burgin’s	ninth	studio	album,	features	Japanese	blues	artists	
such	as	pianist	Lee	Kanehira,	guitarist	Nacomi	Tanaka,	drummer	Fumiko	
Maejima	and	bassist	Hironori	“Zee”	Yanaga,	among	others.	

The	11-track	compilation	closes	out	with	“Sweet	Home	Osaka,”	an	homage	to	
blues	legend	Robert	Johnson’s	“Sweet	Home	Chicago.”	

The	album	was	recorded	in	2019	at	Osaka’s	Fukada	Studios	and	was	mixed	and	
mastered	at	Delmark’s	Riverside	Studios	in	Chicago.	

The	impetus	of	“No	Border	Blues	Japan,”	which	was	released	in	the	States	last	
month	on	Delmark	Records,	was	born	of	the	number	of	tours	by	Chicago	blues	
artists	to	Japan	since	the	1970s.	

“Delmark	was	right	there	with	that	Otis	Rush	record	[1977’s	‘So	Many	Roads:	
Live	in	Concert’],”	said	Burgin.	“That’s	why	some	of	the	Japanese	players	got	
started.	That’s	why	they	became	really	rabid	fans.	And	so	those	people	became	
the	first	Japanese	blues	musicians;	basically	three	generations	of	players	
gravitated	to	this	Chicago	sound	thing.	The	originators	came,	and	it	left	a	big	
impression	on	them.”	

The	album	is	resonating	with	American	audiences.The	compilation	is	No.	1	on	
the	Roots	Music	Report	Chicago	Blues	Chart	and	No.	5	on	the	Living	Blues	Radio	
Charts.	

“It’s	getting	a	lot	of	airplay,”	said	Burgin.	“So	there’s	some	Japanese	accents	and	
stuff	like	that	and	some	people	don’t	like	it,	but	people	always	want	to	listen	to	it,	
to	check	it	out.	People’s	curiosity	…	personally,	people	do	like	the	blues	all	over	
the	world,	and	I	don’t	think	recognition	should	be	based	on	if	you	speak	English	
without	an	accent.”	

Burgin	says	the	artists	gained	the	respect	of	the	blues	community.	

“Yeah,	it	happened	through	Delmark,”	said	Burgin.	“That	label	is	a	North	Star	of	
authentic	blues	to	[Japanese	blues	artists].	It’s	a	real	deal	that’s	been	essential	
blues	listening	for	decades;	I	still	can’t	believe	it.	They	play	in	these	places	that	



are	little,	white	houses.	Most	of	them	play	their	neighborhoods,	or	with	their	
friends	in	places	that	can	only	fit	20	or	30	people.”	

Kanehira,	who	is	featured	on	the	complilation,	calls	her	appearance	“an	honor.”	
Her	inspirations	include	Leroy	Carr,	Otis	Spann,	Memphis	Slim	and	Barrelhouse	
Chuck.	

Blues pianist Lee Kanehira, who is featured on the album “No Border Blues Japan,” draws inspiration 
from the Chicago blues scene. Masayuki	Suzuki 

“There	were	some	big	blues	festivals	inviting	musicians	from	the	U.S.	such	as	
Muddy	Waters,	B.B.	King,	Eddie	Taylor,	James	Cotton	[and]	Otis	Rush	etc.,”	said	
Kanehira,	who	lives	in	the	Kanagawa	Prefecture	[district]	near	Toyko.	“Now	we	
have	only	one	big	blues	festival	called	the	Japan	Blues	Festival	inviting	musicians	
from	Chicago	every	year.	Also,	we	have	some	local,	small	festivals	here	and	there.	

“I’m	so	honored	to	be	a	part	of	the	album.	It’s	great	that	people	from	all	over	the	
world	would	know	about	Japanese	blues	players	who	had	never	been	heard.”	

	

9)	BMAN’s	BLUES	REPORT	



http://www.bmansbluesreport.com/2020/07/delmark-records-artist-johnny-burgin-no.html 

Monday, July 6, 2020 

Delmark Records artist: Johnny Burgin - No Border Blues - 
New Release Review 

 

I just had the opportunity to review the most recent release, No Border Blues, from Johnny Burgin and I 
really like it. Opening with One Day You're Gonna Get Lucky, a straight Chicago blues shuffle featuring 
Iper Onishi on vocal and harp, Takagiman on drums, Hirinori "Zee" Yanaga on drums Yoshi Mizuno and 
of course Johnny Burgin on guitar. Excellent opener. Burgin takes the mic on Sunnyland with Yoshimi 
Hirata on bass, Lee Kanehira  on piano, Kaz Nogio on harp, Mizuno on guitar and Takagiman on drums. 
This is an excellent track with strong harp work and Burgins always super vocals. Piano 
Boogie, Pumpkin's Boogie is a great showcase for Lee Kanehira on vocal and piano and Burgin on 
guitar and with the addition of Ataka Suzuki on drums and Yanaga on bass. Burgin has the mic again 
on Rattlesnake joined by Mizuno on guitar, Onishi on harmonica, Takagiman on drums and Yanaga on 
bass. Burgin has the mic again on Old School Player, an easy shuffle with Onishi, Kanehira and Mizuno. 
Onishi's phrasing works really nicely with Burgin's own giving this track a particular continuity. Very nice. 
Burgin has such an ease with the way he sings that it's refreshing in blues music. Two 
Telephones features Minoru Maruyama on guitar with Stephen Daugherty on drums , Chris Matheos on 
bass and Burgin on lead vocal. A cool slower blues gives Maruyama a nice opportunity to show his 
stuff. Samurai Harp Attack features Onishi, Nogio and Kotez on a cool harp driven shuffle with Yanaga 
on bass and Takagiman on drums. Very cool. Wrapping the release is the Japanese version of Sweet 
Home Osaka (Chicago) with Burgin, Kanehira and Tanaka on vocal, Nogio and Onishi on harp, Kanehira 
on piano, Yanaga on bass and Suzuki on drums. It's cool to see a blend of cultures for a singular music. 
Johnny always puts together a great project and this one is no exception. Super job!  

10) MIDWEST RECORD – Chris Spector 

http://midwestrecord.com/MWR1661.html 

 
JOHNNY BURGIN/No Border Blues Japan: Cherry picking his fave 
Japanese blues players from going over there for 20 years, Burgin 
says he's jamming but this must be jelly because jam just sits 
there---and this doesn't. Cross cultural fun, you probably wouldn't 
know that nobody here never endured the traditional, old school 
blues process the way they raise a joyful noise from start to finish. 
Yeah, this is music that makes you want to pass the jelly glass. Well 
done. 
(Delmark 863) 

 

11) BLUES BLAST MAGAZINE – Marty Gunther 
http://www.bluesblastmagazine.com/featured-interview-johnny-burgin/ 
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Featured Interview – Johnny Burgin 

 



A fixture on the Chicago blues scene since the ‘90s, 
guitarist Johnny Burgin has gone through plenty of 
changes in the past few years, first uprooting himself 
from the Windy City for California before finally 
settling in Portland, Ore. And he’s even changed his 
nickname, too! 
Formerly known as Rockin’ Johnny, he’s now The 
Worldwide West Side Guitar Man – and for good 
reason: his affinity for touring relentlessly and hooking 
up with top-notch, foreign-born musicians no matter 
where on the planet they might be. 
For someone who cut his teeth in the gritty bars that 
dominated the landscape along Madison Street and 
Roosevelt Road a few miles west of The Loop, it should 
come as no surprise. During the three decades he spent 

in Chicago, dozens of international talents who emigrated to the U.S. to study at the 
feet of the masters frequently shared the stage with him as they learned their craft. 
As any true music lover with adventurous ears knows, the roots of blues are firmly 
planted in Mississippi, Memphis and Chicago, but its tendrils span the planet and its 
simple three-chord, 12-bar passages speak a language that’s truly universal – 
something that’s evident in Johnny’s recent recording success, which includes albums 
with Spanish harmonica master Quique Gomez, Norwegian blues giant Kid Andersen 
and Mumbai-born Bollywood reed-bender Aki Kumar. 
And he ventures into new territory with his brand new Delmark CD, No Border Blues, 
which delivers tunes filled with the spirit of the golden era of the music in the Windy 
City, but was recorded during a tour of Japan with a lineup of Asian artists who truly 
make it their own. 
An adventurous musician who’s never shy about taking chances, Burgin regularly 
fronts a tight three-piece ensemble that includes Wisconsin-based drummer Stephen 
Dougherty and Los Angeles-based bassist Chris Matheos, frequently calling out tunes 
during performances they’ve never played before. And they regularly join forces with 
other top musicians wherever in the world they land. 
As Blues Blast learned in a recent interview, Johnny’s always been comfortable being 
a stranger in a strange land, something that’s been the case since virtually the first 
time he played in a blues bar while a student in Chicago. The son of an actor father 
who doubled as a folk singer, he was born on July 17, 1969, in Williamsport, Pa., but 
grew up in Starkville, Miss., and Greenville, S.C. 
“My dad taught me how to play,” Burgin recalls. “He was into stuff like Josh 
White…a real folkie…the kinda guy who felt betrayed when Dylan went electric.” 



Johnny, meanwhile, was more interested in more modern, eclectic sounds. 
“My dad he had one of those 10-in. Django (Reinhardt records that I loved,” he 
remembers. “It was Django playing electric. I don’t think my dad played it very much, 
but I did! 
“When I was in high school, there was a little club in 
Greenville that would let kids in. I got to see Clarence 
‘Gatemouth’ Brown, Eddy Clearwater and (former 
Muddy Waters guitarist) Luther ‘Guitar Junior’ Johnson 
— who’s like the most perfect bluesman ever! Sleepy 
LaBeef and the (psychobilly band) Flat Duo Jets, too. 
“There was a whole lotta stuff going on. It was an 
exciting time!” 
Burgin’s musical interests were pretty broad when 
playing in bands as a youth, but he was eventually 
drawn to the music of the Windy City after listening to 
John Littlejohn’s 1969 Arhoolie release, Chicago Blues 
Stars, Magic Sam’s Black Magic and West Side Soul on 
Delmark, and Maxwell Street Alley Blues, an album 
recorded by Big John Wrencher – the one-armed 
harmonica player who was a fixture at the historic, open-air market — for Barrelhouse 
Records in 1974. 
Of all the guitarists, though, Earl Hooker remains his all-time favorite. 
“Really,” he insists, “that’s all I play…Earl Hooker, Eddie Taylor and Luther Tucker. 
Almost everything I do comes outta there. And then there’s a little Bobby King, 
Fenton Robinson, too.” 
In fact, the guitarists who appeal to him the most all played in a style he terms “off-
handed and a little chaotic” – something embodied in the work of Magic Sam and the 
often overlooked Hip Linkchain, whose tunes “Cold Chills” and “Confusion Blues” 
Johnny frequently performs today. 
The “lump-de-lump” groove common to music of that era “always grabs you and will 
never go out of style,” he says, “and I take it in old directions! (laughs) I’m nuevo-
retro, man!” 
As Elvin Bishop describes him: “His guitar style is raw and rude and real — on the 
vocal side, a nice original style — he’s damn good!” 
And, like Elvin, his path to the music came while enrolled as a student at the 
University of Chicago. Majoring in a writing program, he spent his nights spinning 
indie rock records for the school’s community radio station, WHPK-FM. His life 
changed forever when fellow student and deejay Dave Waldman insisted that he tag 



along and travel to the West Side to catch James Yancey Jones — known 
internationally as Tail Dragger — in action. 
Like Burgin, Waldman was also an aspiring musician. He was already gigging with 
Tail Dragger and Otis “Big Smokey” Smothers. Still active in the city’s bluescape 
today, he’s recorded albums with Barrelhouse Chuck, Big Wheeler, Michael Coleman 
and other locals. 
The trip to Mary’s Lounge – a small tavern that was far more like a Mississippi juke 
than a big-city nightclub — proved to be a real eye-opener. For less venturous folks 
daring enough to experience it, it was akin to Luke Skywalker entering the unnamed 
bar on planet Nar Shaddaa in the first episode of Star Wars when he seeking safe 
passage to Coruscant. 
A dark hole-in-the-wall in the heart of the poorest neighborhood in the city, it was 
located at Pulaski and Van Buren and at the polar opposite side from the safe confines 
of Hyde Park – a multi-ethnic, well-to-do community housing one of the greatest 
universities in the world – where Burgin resided. 
It was packed with a mix of hard-partying mix of transplants from the Delta and the 
children of others who’d migrated North in seek of a better life decades before. They 
were living in the heart of one of the worst urban ghettos in America, and the few 
whites who joined them consisted of musicians, young men who wanted to be or 
foreigners yearning for a taste of the blues at its source. 
As Johnny describes it, it was nothing short of a train wreck when Tail Dragger 
invited him on stage to play that night. As good as a guitarist as he thought he was, he 
quickly realized he had to forget everything he thought he knew about the instrument 
if he was ever going to fit in. 
It was a shocker, but he wasn’t discouraged. 

“Everything was like Christmas to me back then, man,” 
he says. “It was like a grand adventure that never ended. 
I realized that if I was really going to get up and sit in 
with bands, I needed to really learn from the first brink 
in the ground. 
“Tail Dragger was always good to me and gave me a 
chance.” 
Away from class, Burgin spent hours each day with the 
guitar in his hands – something that paid off when Tail 
Dragger — who’d received his stage name from Howlin’ 
Wolf himself — eventually invited him to join his band, 
a lineup that included Waldman and Steve Cushing, a 
first-call percussionist who also worked with Bo 
Diddley, Magic Slim & the Teardrops, Studebaker John 



& the Hawks, Lurrie Bell and others and who’s been hosting the five-hour, nationally 
syndicated Blues Before Sunrise radio show for the past 40 years. 
“Those guys were taskmasters on what to play and how to play,” Johnny insists. 
“They got me rolling.” 
Back in that era, Burgin notes, Tail Dragger’s biggest priorities were more often 
directed at women and booze. Johnny remained at his side until the singer reported to 
prison to serve a sentence for a murder he’s always claimed was an act of self-
defense. 
The band remained together without him, calling themselves The Ice Cream Men – a 
name adopted from a 1950s song by John Brim. Backing a revolving roster of 
featured artists – including Golden “Big” Wheeler, Jimmy Lee Robinson, Bonnie Lee 
and Tail Dragger after his release, they held down a regular Thursday-night gig at 
Lily’s, a popular club on the city’s North Side a few blocks from DePaul University 
and a short walk around the corner from both B.L.U.E.S. on Halsted and the Kingston 
Miles. 
Johnny eventually earned a University of Chicago sheepskin while playing music five 
or more nights a week as a sideman with several popular acts, including Eddie 
“Jewtown” Burks, Little Arthur Duncan, Little Mack Simmons, Jimmy Dawkins and 
Littlejohn, frequently earning a whopping $35 a night for his efforts. 
Initially upset that he’d chosen music over a writing career, his parents’ attitude 
changed after he’d backed Brim on the main stage for a Chicago Blues Festival gig in 
front of 200,000 fans. When he informed them that he’d made enough money from 
that one-hour show to pay his rent for a month, they finally gave him their blessings. 
Johnny’s association with Delmark began in 1992, when he entered the studio for the 
first time to lay down licks for Wheeler’s Bone Orchard and then Robinson’s Lonely 
Traveler a year later. He subsequently toured the Midwest with keyboard player 
Pinetop Perkins and Dave Myers, the Windy City stalwart who rose to prominence in 
the early ‘50s as bass player in Little Walter’s backing band, The Aces, who 
subsequently became stars in their own right. 
Two years on the road with Sam Lay, the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame drummer who 
was a founding member of the Paul Butterfield Blues Band, followed and helped 
complete Johnny’s blues education. “Sam played so hard every night,” Burgin 
remembers, “he showed me what to do and taught me by example, teaching me how 
to concentrate and how to give a perfect performance.” 
The lessons paid dividends in 1994, when Johnny began what would become a multi-
year Monday-night residency with guitarist Jimmy Burns at Smoke Daddy, a 
barbeque joint in the burgeoning Wicker Park neighborhood in a unit that frequently 
included Kelly Littleton (Lil’ Ed & the Blues Imperials) or Kenny “Beedy Eyes” 
Smith on drums and Martin Lang, another UC student, on harp. 



Two years later, Delmark owner Bo Koester dropped in 
to hear them one night and liked what he heard so much 
that he signed both Burgin and Burns to his label, 
producing Jimmy’s Leavin’ Here Walkin’ CD in 1996 
and releasing the Rockin’ Johnny Band’s debut 
album, Straight Out of Chicago, in 1998 – a disc that 
featured Lay and the sensational Robert Plunkett (Luther 
Allison, Eddie Shaw) on percussion. 
International tours followed and Burgin was becoming a 
popular national act, too, but he quit from the business 
altogether in 2002 to raise his daughter, selling all of his 
equipment in the process. He returned to the stage seven 
years later after the disintegration of his marriage, and 
has been working relentlessly ever since, spurred on by 
the European following he developed after playing at a 
festival in the Netherlands shortly after ending his “retirement.” 
No Borders Blues marks the 11th album released under his own name and fifth at 
Delmark in a career that also includes stops at VizzTone, West Tone and Marquis — 
in addition to work as a sideman for Liz Mandeville, Kumar, Willie Buck, Paul 
DeLay, Paul Jones, Eddie Taylor Jr. and several others. 
Taylor’s father, Eddie Sr., was the first American bluesman to set foot in Japan in the 
early ‘70s – the music equivalent of Commodore Matthew Perry, who opened the 
nation to foreign trade. The music took hold through subsequent visits by The Aces – 
brothers Louis and Dave Myers and Fred Below, Otis Rush, Dawkins and Robert 
Lockwood Jr. 
By the late ‘70s, several Japanese musicians and blues lovers began establishing 
themselves in the Chicago music community – something that continues today 
through keyboard players Sumito “Ariyo” Ariyoshi and Lee Kanehira, guitarists Shoji 
Naito, Shun Kikuta and others. 
But it didn’t take long for Burgin to discover that there were other, equally deserving 
artists bubbling under the surface in their homeland. 
Johnny began visiting the Far East at the suggestion of close friend, former classmate 
and bandmate Dr. Ken Kawashima. The son of a Japanese father and Korean mother, 
he grew up in Ohio, but now lives in Toronto, where he’s both a music scholar and 
PhD in East Asian history. He’s also another former Tail Dragger protégé who plays 
original, but early-sounding modern blues and records under the stage name Sugar 
Brown. 



“He’s wa-a-ay more lo-fi than me, more traditional in a way,” Burgin points out. “I 
played on his last album, Calling All Blues, a couple of years ago, and I’ve recorded 
some of his songs over the years.” 
They first set foot in Japan in 1996, meeting and befriending several musicians close 
to their own age while establishing themselves on the local, underground blues circuit. 
Johnny still appears at some of those clubs – Bright Brown in Tokyo and 
ChicagoRock in Osaka – today. 
“I didn’t go back until 2014,” Johnny says. “I went with Yoshimi Hirata, a wonderful 
bass player whose whole goal in life is to play like Dave Myers and who played with 
me frequently after I met her the year before. 
“Her goal in that trip was to find a way to share me with everybody. That right there 
tells you how much different the Japanese approach is.” 
The groundwork for Johnny’s new CD was laid during that journey and two more that 
followed. The first-ever U.S. release ever to feature the Japanese blues scene, it 
features contributions from 11 Japanese artists with Johnny sharing vocals with 
Kanehira, guitarist Nacomo Tanaka and a trio of harp players – Kaz Nogio, Iper 
Onishi and Kotez. 
They produce a sound that captures the essence of the Windy City in a set that 
includes four originals and seven interesting reworked covers, a couple of which are 
delivered in their native tongue. Burgin’s regular rhythm section is present, too – but 
only on one cut, which was recorded at Delmark’s studios in the good old U.S.A. 
It should serve as a real eye-opener for the American audience, he says, noting: 
“There may be some people who are gonna be turned off at first blush because of an 
accents or whatever. But it’s important to confront people with that and get them to 
look beyond it because I think albums like this one are a really effective way – and the 
right way – to bring the music forward…to widen the tent and widen the audience and 
keep things current for the blues in general. 
“Everyone should be able to play the music if they can play it, and everyone deserves 
to be heard without these biases that we carry around.” 
The Japanese blues scene today is much like what Johnny says he first experienced in 
Chicago: “Peace, love and kumbaya…let’s help each other.” 



Unfortunately, he notes, that’s not always the 
case in the Windy City anymore because the 
community has become more cutthroat and 
competitive because of money. 
“That’s one of the reasons I left,” he says. “Most 
of my peers and mentors were either dead or 
retired – or it was just time to go (move away). I 
should have done it a long time ago. It’s not a 
regret, though…you have to recognize endings.” 
Burgin had already resettled in Petaluma, Calif., 
prior to that recording. He was playing about 250 
gigs a year internationally and working locally 
with Kumar, Andersen, Alabama Mike, Nick 
Gravenites, Nancy Wright and Andy Santana, 
earning a Blues Music Award nomination for his 

work on the Andersen-produced Wolf tribute compilation, Howlin’ at Greaseland, in 
the process. 
He also traveled to Chile, Russia and the United Kingdom in support of Kumar for 
his Bollywood Blues album. And he’s grateful that Charlie Musselwhite provided a 
hand on his most recent previous CD, Johnny Burgin Live, while he was there. 
Prior to being sidelined because of the coronavirus epidemic, he was playing and 
touring out of his new home base in Portland, Ore., traveling constantly and 
developing new markets both here and abroad. More recently, however, he’s been 
stuck at home, teaching remotely at the Chicago Blues Institute and considering what 
the future holds. 
““I really enjoy that…deepening students’ understanding of this music,” he says. “It’s 
never about the money. That’s kinda what keeps me going. But it’s going to be 
interesting to see what happens after all of this and to see which bars survive. 
“You can’t expect these clubs to operate at half-capacity. You just can’t. No one’s 
gonna be able to do things like the way they used to do it.” 
Johnny frequently supplemented previous tours by working as a featured guest artist 
at local jams – something he’s extremely reluctant to do going forward. But he is 
interested in increasing bookings for house concerts, which have also been a welcome 
part of his time on the road. 
“I really them,” he says. “As an artist, it’s great to get rid of the middle man. We don’t 
need a venue to present ourselves. We need a space, not a bar. Right now, I’m liking 
the alternative thinking. 
“The way things are now, with my rhythm section in Wisconsin and L.A., I’m not 
sure what we’ll be doing when things get up and running again. But that’s a really 



good unit, and I really like the trio sound and adding in guest artists, whether its (harp 
player) Kim Field from up in Seattle or (Portland-based vocalist) Rae Gordon. I like 
coloring it out with somebody. 
“And I’d love to bring some of these Japanese folks…get Yoshi to take a holiday and 
do a tour with me. I’d love to have a rhythm guitarist again.” 
He’s also interested in developing a podcast and recruiting friends to record an 
instrumental guitar album, noting: “I’m excited by some younger players…Dylan 
Bishop, Eddie 9V. I can’t believe how good he is. I’ve always wanted to record with 
Big Joe Louis. And I might go to Europe and play with some guys over there. 
“I just want to collaborate with people I admire and who come at it from different 
angles than I do.” 
And don’t be surprised if Burgin does another No Borders project, too. “I’m getting 
into a niche with this,” he believes. “It could be something I’m going to be doing for 
the whole rest of my career, man. I don’t know where it’s going to go next. 
“I played some with (the band) Jesus on a Tortilla, and I’d love to do more with them. 
And I’d also like to be a little more exotic…go to Nepal or Vietnam…or 
somewhere…and just see what’s there and do some interesting collaborations. I’m 
gathering information now about Southeast Asia and other places for when the world 
opens up again.” 
Check out Johnny’s music and find out what he’s up to next by visiting his 
website: www.rockinjohnnyburgin.com 
Late breaking update: As this story was being prepared for print, Burgin uprooted 
himself again, departing for a brief reunion with Tail Dragger in Chicago before 
planting new roots in New Orleans. 
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Johnny Burgin is one of the most recognized guitarists on the 
current Chicago scene . He formed alongside Tail Dragger and then 
continued on his way, first as Rockin 'Johnny and now with his real 
name. With Tail Dragger he toured Japan in 1996 and was impressed 
with the Japanese love for blues , so much so that last year, on his fourth 
tour, he decided to bring together the best musicians on the scene to 
record the album “ No border blues ” at Fukuda Studio Osaka, Japan, 
which becomes, according to Delmark Records, the first American 
compilation of its kind. Japan's taste for genuine blues began in 1970 
with tours by artists such as BB King, Otis Rush, Jimmy Dawkins, and 
Eddie Taylor, among others. Coincidentally, Delmark Records was the 
first record label to release an album recorded in Japan, Otis Rush's “So 
many roads”, recorded in concert in 1975. Tahoe 
OnStage magazine offers a good account of what “ No border blues ” is, 
album that, according to Johnny Burgin, is a sample of Japan's 
underground blues scene. "They are very disciplined and dedicated 
musicians, but there no one lives on music, no one competes for an 
award because there is none, no one fights with another for playing in a 
bar," says Burgin, and that may be the reason why " No border 
blues ”always breathes an air of camaraderie and complicity. The 
approach of the album is completely to the Chicago blues, basically 
because it was the first blues style that got there. "He has a very purist 
approach. The more authentic it sounds, the better your response will 
be ”, completes the guitarist. Several songs stand out on this album, for 
example "Sunnyland" by Elmore James or "So crazy about you" by 
Tampa Red, which revives thanks to the vocal duel between the pianist 
L ee Kanehiraand the harmonica player Kaz Nogio . There is also "I just 
keep loving her", original by Little Walter, sung in Japanese 
by Kotez under the name "Mada sukinanda". The harmonicas have a 
relevant part within the album, but they share their own space in 
"Samurai harp attack", a song in which Kotez, Kaz Nogio and Iper 
Onishi distribute honors. The album closes with "Sweet home Osaka", 
obviously the reinterpretation of Robert Johnson's classic "Sweet home 
Chicago". Johnny Burgin's “ No Border Blues ” is a good example of 
how the blues has taken over the world and a good way to hear the 
classic Chicago blues, well played, made in Japan. 



If you want to listen to this album and more by Johnny Burgin , this 
is his Spotify profile . 

13) BLUES JUNCTION – David Mac 

http://bluesjunctionproductions.com/recommended_listening 

Johnny Burgin No Border Blues: Japan 
Like the fictional Dorothy Gale of Kansas, Johnny Burgin traveled a long way to 
find that there is no place like home. In the case of Burgin, those travels took him 
to Japan and that home is Chicago Blues. This veteran blues musician has been on 
a roll of late turning out one exceptional album after another. He is a versatile 
blues man who has a broad blues vocabulary. The Japanese blues scene is diverse 
and these very accomplished blues musicians follow Burgin right into the windy 
city sounds in which he feels most comfortable. Your enjoyment of this fine album 
depends on your affection for Chicago lumpty lumps. – D.M 

 14) BIG CITY RHYTHM & BLUES – Steve Daniels 
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Johnny Burgin 
No Border Blues 
Delmark 2020 
Born in the South, musically educated in Chicago, guitarist Johnny Burgin has established respected credentials over the last twenty 
years in gigs with such blues legends as Sam Lay, Pinetop Perkins, Lurrie Bell, Jimmy Dawkins, and John Littlejohn. He has 
released multiple albums over the last decade, culminating in 2017’s “Howlin’ at Greaseland,” which garnered a Blues Music 
Award nomination for Traditional Album of the Year. 
His extensive touring has included multiple trips to Japan, where he established musical relationships with Japanese blues musicians 
who have remained there and some who have immigrated to the U.S. “No Border Blues” is a collection of tracks recorded with 
many of those Japanese blues lovers and purveyors. In the liner notes Burgin expresses his admiration for the dedication of these 
musicians, who dwell in a musical underground devoid of awards, widespread recognition, or means to a livelihood. 
Burgin takes the guitar lead skillfully throughout, on all eleven numbers of the set, three of which are his own compositions. (One 
of those is a re-working of the Robert Johnson classic “Sweet Home Chicago” morphed into “Sweet Home Osaka”.) The general 
approach is mid-tempo, with shuffles predominating. Some of the more rocking numbers are the best; check out “Pumpkin’s 
Boogie,” with vocal and jumping piano by Lee Kanehira (who wrote the tune), and harmonica by Kotez, Burgin laying out some 
nifty guitar fills. There are covers of tunes by well known bluesmen Carey Bell, Tampa Red (Hudson Whitaker), John Brim, and 
Little Walter Jacobs. Little Walter’s tune, “I Just Keep Loving Her,” has the same cast as “Pumpkin’s Boogie” and is equally 
spirited. It’s followed by “Rattlesnake,” the Brim cover, which is actually Big Mama Thornton and Elvis Presley’s “Hound Dog” 
with different lyrics. 
Several numbers sport two guitarists; others feature harmonica players in duet. Unfortunately, the liner notes don’t identify 
individual lead contributions. Overall, the musicians are competent, although not stellar. The harmonica players tend to flaunt 
technical prowess and to overplay; the guitarists are capable but undistinguished; the pianists are generally very good; the bassists 
and drummers are mechanistic and desultory, without the occasional flourish that would juice a number into overdrive. 
An original indigenous American music, derived from Africa, blues is now deservedly popular in much of the world. Kudos to 
Johnny Burgin and these musicians for keeping it vibrant in Japan.—Steve Daniels 
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16) HOLLER (maybe OFFBEAT, too) – Dan Willging 

Johnny Burgin “No Border Blues Japan” Delmark Records By Dan Willging  

Google live albums recorded in Japan and a plethora of blues/R&B artists pops up. A shortlist would 
include Albert Collins, Otis Rush, BB King, Eddie Taylor, Snooks Eaglin, Wilson Pickett, and even Sleepy 
John Estes and sidekick Hammie Nixon. As a result of such tours, a micro but intense blues scene 
sprouted in the Land of the Rising Sun that continues today. Through several tours, former Chicago 
mainstay and now Oregon resident Johnny Burgin has gotten to know its players and the Japanese 
conformist culture well. In 2014, bassist Yoshimi Hirata booked Burgin for a tour and squeezed in as 
many Japanese sidemen as possible so everyone would have a shot playing alongside the American 
guitarist. A few years later, guitarist Tsuyoshi Kato coordinated Burgin’s 2018 tour with a similar game 
plan. Afterward, Burgin’s partner Stephanie Tice suggested recording an album featuring Japanese 
players. So, in May 2019, Burgin gathered his peeps and recorded 10 of these 11 tracks at an Osaka 
studio. (“Two Telephones” was recorded later at Delmark Studios in Chicago.) Burgin does a marvelous 
job of selflessly sharing the spotlight. He sings only on five tracks, allowing his Japanese counterparts to 
have the microphone on six others. If you only heard the harmonica-heavy instrumental portion of this, 
you probably wouldn’t realize this was recorded on the other side of the globe by a group of non-
Chicagoans – it’s apparent blues resonates in their soul. Harp howler Iper Onishi channels Carey Bell 
convincingly on Bell’s “One Day You’re Gonna Get Lucky” and tackles Little Walter’s mind-blowing solo 
on “Rattlesnake.” Perhaps no stranger to Cash Box Kings fans, Lee Kanehira, who recorded on the Kings’ 
last two albums, plays spot-on blues piano steeped in the Chicago tradition. Besides pumping the ivories 
for all its worth on her 35 original “Pumpkin’s Boogie,” Kanehira sings while harmonica player Kotez and 
Burgin scorch their parts to a crisp. In the course of these proceedings, it’s evident that these Japanese 
guys and gals have made this time-honored American genre their own. Robert Johnson’s immortal 
“Sweet Home Chicago” is recast as “Sweet Home Osaka;” Kotez sings Little Walter’s “I Just Keep Loving 
Her” in Japanese as “Mada Sukinanda.” But wait, there’s more. “Samurai Harp Attack” features all three 
harmonica players, Kotez, Onishi, and Kaz Nogio, all darting and dashing in between the melody and 
accompaniment lines, allowing everyone ample room to solo. It’s an extremely torrid track, but so is 
Burgin’s performance on “Two Telephones” with his best playing of the album. An insightful, cultural 
recording that shows dedication to the blues goes beyond stateside boundaries. 
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The	legendary	bluesman	Johnny	Burgin	is	no	stranger	to	Japan,	having	toured	there	many	

times	in	his	career,	and	here	he	picks	a	handful	of	his	favorite	musicians	from	the	island	nation	

to	contribute	on	this	first	ever	Americana/Japanese	collaboration.		

“One	Day	You’re	Going	To	Get	Lucky”	starts	the	listen	with	spirited	harmonica	as	a	busy	display	

of	timeless	blues	prowess	enters	the	rhythmic	setting,	and	“Sunnyland”	follows	with	a	slow	

burning	affair	of	soulful,	retro	blues.	

Elsewhere,	“Hurry	Up	Baby”	moves	with	a	swift	pace	where	Nacomi	Tanaka’s	smooth,	soaring	

vocals	guide	the	fluid	melodies,	while	“I	Just	Keep	Loving	Her	(Mada	Sukinanda)”	shines	bright	

as	Kotez’s	inimitable	vocals	blur	well	with	the	harmonica	acrobatics.	“Old	School	Player”,	an	

album	stand	out,	then	indeed	offers	retro	flavor	as	Burgin’s	sturdy	pipes	flow	alongside	Iper	

Onishi’s	skilled	harmonica	and	Takagiman’s	proficient	drumming.	

At	the	end,	“Samurai	Harp	Attack”,	the	sole	instrumental,	layers	3	harps	precisely	in	the	

dizzying	blues	jam	execution,	and	“Sweet	Home	Osaka”	(their	version	of	“Sweet	Home	

Chicago”)	finishes	out	the	listen	with	Lee	Kanehiras’	jumpy	piano	work	complementing	the	

dynamic	rhythm	section.		

Although	Burgin	is	certainly	globally	known	for	his	esteemed	work,	many	of	the	Japanese	

artists	here	aren’t	recognized	outside	of	their	home	country	despite	their	immeasurable	

discipline	and	unparalleled	skill.	Thankfully,	Burgin	knows	talent	when	he	sees	it,	and	that	

instinct	results	in	a	career	high	for	the	influential	bluesman.		

Travels	well	with:	Bob	Corritore-	Do	The	Hip-Shake	Baby!;	John	Primer	&	Bob	Corritore-	The	

Gypsy	Woman	Told	Me	
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Johnny Burgin 
No Border Blues Japan 
Delmark DE 863 
 
Johnny’s newest release, recorded in May 2019, features an incredible line-up including: 
Johnny Burgin: guitar (all tracks), vocals (2, 7, 8, 9,11) 
Stephen Dougherty: drums (9) 
Yoshimi Hirata: bass (2, 4,10) 
Lee Kanehira: vocals (3, 5), piano (2,3,5,6,10,11) 
Kotez: vocals (6,11), harmonica (5, 6,10) 
Fumiko Maejima: drums (4) 
                                                      Minoru Maruyama: guitar (9) 
                                                      Chris Matheos: bass (9) 
                                                      Yoshi Mizuno: guitar (1, 2, 7, 8,10,11) 
                                                      Kaz Nogio: vocals (3), harmonica (2, 3, 10), electric harmonica  
                                                      Iper Onishi: vocals (1), harmonica (1, 7, 8, 9,10,11) 
                                                     Ataka Suzuki: drums (5,11) 
                                                     Takagiman: drums (1,2,7,8,10) 
                                                     Nacomi Tanaka: vocals (4, 11), guitar (4) 
                                                     Hironori “Zee” Yanaga: bass (1,3,5,7,8,10,11) 
   
This music is a labor of love…first, last, and always...100%, the real deal, played from the heart.  Japan 
has a thriving "underground" blues scene, where competition for gigs and awards is not an issue.  Most 
of the artists represented here are part of that scene.  The one constant factor in the line-up from tune 
to tune is Burgin.  The music is truly king in this recording… tight, passionate, and without ulterior 
motives.   I was, sad to say, a bit set back with the album when I first heard it.  Even more than hearing 
classic blues and stage banter in Japanese, the cadence was not what I was accustomed to.  That 
quickly faded as I was drawn into the music and able to hear it for what it is.  What I found was a group 
of musicians, accomplished performers with a love for the blues, pouring heart and soul into their 
work.  Except for the obvious language issues, much of No Border Blues Japan could easily have 
originated in the Chicago blues scene of the 1960s.  After spending time researching the work of the 
artists involved, I walked away from this one with a more realistic outlook on the music, a deeper 
appreciation for Johnny Burgin, and a fan of several musicians I had not previously known.  Johnny's 
ego-free dedication to the music is refreshing.  In a world where everyone wants to be a superstar, 
Johnny shines brightly.  He is truly an old-school bluesman.  The heart and soul of a nation can be 
heard in its blues scene, and this is as good as it gets.  – Bill Wilson 
 
19) SOUL BAG – Christophe Mourot 
 
Johnny	Burgin	went	to	Japan	for	the	first	time	in	1996	and	immediately	saw	a	consistent	blues	
scene.	During	his	other	trips	there,	he	also	realized	the	lack	of	rivalry	among	the	local	blues	
musicians.	Far	from	everything,	concerts,	festivals,	competitions,	synonyms	of	glory	and	
money,	they	have	no	other	desire	than	to	play	and	share.	This	is	reflected	in	this	series	of	
recordings	made	with	Japanese	musicians	full	of	an	innocent	joy	that	surrounds	everything.	
And	why	not	blues	in	Japan?	This	country	has	always	appreciated	western	music,	classical,	
rock,	jazz,	a	variety	of	styles	and	it	produces	high	level	artists.	Enjoy	a	beautiful	session	of	
Chicago	electric	blues,	with	guitar	and	harmonica	of	great	quality,	honest	singing,	including	a	
cover	of	Little	Walter	in	Japanese,	a	harmonica	duel	on	"Samurai	Harp	Attack"	and	"Sweet	



Home	Osaka"	in	an	ending	which	is	worth	its	weight	in	chopsticks.	There	are	also	wonderful	
moments	in	"Old	School	Player"	and	especially	in	"Two	Telephones",	a	tune	in	minor	mode.	
 

20)	ABS	Magazine	(Arvern	Blues	Society,	France)	–	Jean-Luc	Vabres	

http://www.absmag.fr/chroniques-70/	

Johnny Burgin 
With Special Guests 

No Border Blues 

Delmark	Records	DE	863	-		www.delmark.com	
 
After several tours in Japan, Johnny Burgin decided to share his new album with the best of 
Japanese Blues. His travels throughout the archipelago over the years have allowed the guitarist - 
now relocated to the west coast of the United States - to meet many local musicians. All these 
beautiful people gathered in Osaka in the Fukuda studio to box this new CD under the leadership of 
Stephanie Tice, Johnny's partner, but also the producer of the recording. As much to say it 
immediately, the alchemy works wonderfully on the eleven titles proposed, all this great team is 
having a blast. Special mention for Kobe singer and guitarist Nacomi Tanaka, who is excellent; she 
ensures a maximum on the track Hurry	Up	Baby she is a seasoned musician who knows the range of 
popular African-American music perfectly, she really deserves her place on this album. She has 
already played in the USA and crossed paths with many bluesmen. Let's not forget the harmonica 
players Kotez, Iper Onishi and Kaz Nogio who perform feats on compositions like the Little Walter 
classic I	Just	Keep	loving	Her	(Mada	Sukinanda) , or Samurai	Harp	Attack	 and Old	School	Player. In 
terms of vocals, Lee Kanehira, Iper Onishi are also both excellent, while on drums we discover the 
gifted Takagiman, it is one of the favorites of a previous trip of the former teammate of Tail Dragger 
who wanted to include it in this new musical project. Let us salute as it should be the excellent 
initiative of Johnny Burgin - as always imperial on the guitar - to have gathered around him the 
cream of the Japanese musicians. He signs a great session. The title of the album is chosen wisely, 
there is definitely no border for the Blues. A great success. - Jean-Luc	Vabre	
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The faithful readers of” the Blues " know that Japanese tours of the Seventies of Legends of 
Chicago legends Blues such as Otis Rush, Jimmy Dawkins, Eddie Taylor and others, they have 
generated a great emulation that brought, three generations and forty years after, to the 
formation of a Japanese blues scene, small but active and full of talent. 



Delmark was already there in the beginning of the romance between the Japanese and the 
contemporary Chicago blues. So “so Many Roads” (Delmark 643) by Otis Rush was recorded live 
in Japan in 1975. In 2020 here is “No Border Blues" , first collection American of some of the 
brightest elements of the fervent blues scenes Osaka, Tokyo and Kyoto underground. It's an 
unprecedented showcase for these young, committed, traditional blues artists who, on the 
whole, did not expect to be heard outside of Japan (and maybe even outside their 
neighborhood club), but that they really deserve to be. The nickname “the worldwide west Side 
guitar man " for (Rockin’) Johnny Burgin encapsulates both the rooting to Chicago's traditional 
“West Side” style, well documented by recordings on Delmark, both its unceasing program of 
international tours. It is not at all foreign to a blues of intercultural connotation, 
having collaborated with blues musicians from fifteen different countries in last years. Johnny 
Burgin has toured Japan four times since since 1996 and has drawn on its network of contacts 
with local artists and in Chicago to produce these recordings. Of course, Burgin sings about 
some song and plays guitar on all but had the good idea to put the emphasis on the remarkable 
qualities of his Japanese colleagues, which no wonder knowing Johnny's kindness and 
generosity. The album it was recorded in Fukuda studio in Osaka and produced by Stephanie 
Tice, his partner, and Julia A. Miller and Elbio Barilari. The mixing was performed by Steve 
Wagner in Delmark's den, Riverside Studios Chicago. It starts very well with " One Day you're 
gonna Get 
Lucky " by Carey Bell, performed on singing and impressive on harmonica from Hyper Onishi. A 
highly effective piece of pure Chicago Blues, colored by Johnny Burgin's flaming guitar. 
"Sunnyland" of Elmore James is based on a throbbing rhythm that sits wonderfully 
this legendary song, with the shimmering harmonica of Kaz Nogio and the piano 
Aether by Lee Kanehira. Who, in the wake of it, plays a masterful "Pumpkin's Boogie", with an 
impeccable band. Kotez is literally unleashed on Litte's " I Just Keep Loving her (Mada 
Sukinada)" Walter, superbly revisited in Japanese. The harmonica of hyper Onishi 
it's amazing on John Brim's” Rattlesnake." ” Old school Player " by Burgin, who gives some 
phrasing of his guitar, allows us especially to appreciate Takgiman's beat on drums and the 
harmonica of Onishi, that really holes the screen on this album. The guitar of 
Minoru Maruyama behind Johnny Burgin's singing is incisive on " Two Telephones"” The 
summit of the disc is the evocative "Samurai Harp Attack" of Kaz Nogio / Kotez/ Onishi, in which 
Japanese musicians give full demonstration of their talent, as well as the two harmonics that 
chase each other exchanging parts. Chilling sequence. Listen, you feel like you're being 
transported to a South Side club. Johnny and his band close the last page of this album with 
humor, with an unpublished version of "Sweet Home Osaka", which Robert Johnson probably 
wouldn't have disdainful! Down the hat for the Japanese musicians. He'd like some more. 
Highly recommended. 
Philippe Pretet 

	

 

 



 


